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The rehabilitation of old buildings diagnostics

Quantity of particles in the air

Located on the plot limit, a continuous dust concentration analyzer has been installed (photo attached).
In addition to these measurements, a dust filter sampling device is used to quantify the presence of calcium.
A second measurement point determines the background concentrations, that is to say not related to the site in
dust and calcium, in order to determine the impact of the site. This surveillance is spread over a period of three
months.
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Waterproofing installation on a bridge

Ultrasonic Cross hole Tests
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Cuba - diagnostic the existing foundations

Haïti - dynamic pile tests

After acquisition of the tests, they are analyzed using an iterative method which compares the calculations with
what has been measured.
This calculation gives the values of lateral friction and point resistance which lead to defining the total static load.
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Non-destructive tests on tie rods and connections
> Rincent ND Applications, carried out the diagnosis of:
- 94 tie rods of a sheet pile at the River Port of Arles (13).
- Anchorages for fixing a signal gantry in the Annecy region.
The tests are carried out with the support of the local agency.
The principle of these tests is based on the analysis of the vibration response of the tested element. The vibration generated by a hammer
equipped with a piezoelectric force sensor is recorded by a
multidirectional geophone.
For the tie rods the analysis leads to:
- Calculate the total lengths of the tie rods, the free lengths
- The efforts in the tie rods®.
The results from two projects of tie rods in Brazil, one of 700 tie rods and
another of 1600 tie rods provide information on the long-term behavior
of these reinforcements since the structures are more than 30 years old.
For the anchors of signaling gantries, the dynamic stiffness defines the
quality of the connection to the foundation.
In case of poor-quality connection, the calculated dynamic stiffness is
generally a power of 10 less than the average of the other stiffnesses.

Brésil - Sao Paulo - trainings
> UNICID is the University of the city of São Paulo,
the Civil Engineering department organizes an
engineering week every year where companies
make presentations which are similar to training on
subjects defined with the teachers of this
department.
The Rincent Sao Paulo agency carried out two days
of training.
The usual non-destructive tests were presented
after a theoretical course on vibrations:
- Mechanical impedance method
- Echo method
- Parallel seismic
- Ultrasonic cross hole tests
These trainings were well received by the students and made it possible to create links with the teachers.
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